The Report , February 1, 2016
Revenge…..its dangerous and how to find Solution to build Communities live in Peace
It is a great initiative for holding ‘A World Interfaith Harmony Week’ in Hashemite
Kingdom which set up by King Abdullah II, king of Jordan. In Egypt, we understand
the spiritual side of this Initiative, especially in Upper Egypt, because it is a path of
what the great messages said and what we need of humanity. It is a message of
Love Allah (God) , Love neighbour and Love humanity.
We descended from one mother and a father, so respecting human being is the
main base for loving the great messages without discrimination. Allah The Great,
created man in a better shape, without all creations, this for construct the Earth and
discover His Majesty in the Universe Creation. So we should thank Him each time.
Allah Loves His worshippers, so He sends His messengers to show people the
right path of life and reject violence , hate and fighting among people. This great
message of goodness from Adam Peace be upon him till the last messenger
Muhammed peace be upon him too.
All Messengers and prophets , since Hued , Saleh , Lute, Abraham ,………..Yousef
, Moses , Jesus and the last one Mohamed bore and suffer the rough and bad
dealing of people while invite these people to worship Allah and do goodness. This
great call for Tolerance , peace and love in Jewish , Christian and Islam.
His great blessing for humanity is great because human self is fragile and easily to
fall in sins , so all temples , churches and mosques should continue in introducing
preaches and advises to all people .Sure such good talk , we always find it in the site
of Interfaith Harmony Week and in its social site.
The biography of harmony Week in Egypt.

1) 2013
As I was in my School, there was a leaflet about ‘A world harmony interfaith week’
came to my school from the Directorate of Education. First I couldn’t understand
what can I do? And it was luckily, I was worked on projects based on learning. So, I
set a project about protecting street children and set up a social page and a site to
publish my work. I shared my work with other teachers and my students. my
colleague wrote a message , then I reform it and add meaning and good title to it and
introduced it in a better style . It is called ‘ A World without Symbols’ . so , we were
very happy to share this great message of peace. At that time there were only two
participant from Egypt at the Site.

2) 2014
The Second participant was in 2014. Surely, we understand the purpose of the
message. it is about social situations , where people of all community joined together
in practising game , match , meeting , party , having meals , competition and quizzes
for occurring happiness and good feeling of joy .You really feel happiness when you
help poor people or help in completing weddings party . It is really situations of

happiness and smiles over people’s faces to relieve people from sadness and to
reject all kinds of violence. We were happy to share with our message under the title
of ( A World without…… Prejudice). The numbers of participant at this time were
seven.

3) 2015
The third participation was in 2015 . My aim was to convey the message to
Egyptian organisations, schools ,universities and social sites online and this
happened when I visited Assiut University and several Schools and we have a TV
interview in ‘ Rotana Masria Channel’ and Ezz El Shabbab Programme’ and the local
broadcasting in Assiut city. The idea was succeeded and lots of schools and
organisation shared. Our message was under the title of ‘The Neighbour before
Home’ .We achieved great events over the year. The number of the chosen
participant at that time of the letter of support were seventeen.

4) February 2016,
Egyptian people are still suffer from the effects of the Egyptian revolutions,
although there were some improvements. The drawbacks were great as the
increasing of employments and the problem of housing for youths, especially in the
country, this leads to great problems as youths workless such as robbery , struggles
among youths on their sitting in café annoying girls and women . All this caused
trouble in safety among Muslim and Christian inside society as we have seen
completely families were dead due to revenge and hate among them in Assiut ,
Sohag, El Minia and Aswan governorates,. So , to face such issues and return calm
to the self of humanity , we did several activities.
I visited great organisation inside my governorate to share my works and spread the
word of tolerance , peace and love among people. These two organisation are The
Directorate of Education( headed by Undersecretary of education) and the
organisation of Egyptian House ( includes Muslim and Christian members). The
purpose of this sharing is to spread peace and do reconciling among people either
Muslim and Muslim or Muslim and Christian or Christian and Christian and to save
jobs for youths and women and pay attention for orphans and removing the illiteracy
of technology and illiteracy of reading.
The Goal is to create wise generations of love and self respect and able to build
communities. So , we set up a site and page on social sites, facebook and twitter to
convey our message. Here a side of our activities:
31/1/2016 is the time of planning for our event which will happen in first week of
February.
A meeting includes the Head of Assiut Directorate of Education and the Leaders of
organisations. Mr.Abdel Fatah Abu Shama and Coordinator of the event and the
leaders in Assiut city. It includes speeches about ‘ A world interfaith Harmony Week’

https://aweekofpeaceblog.wordpress.com/

The reconciling which organisation of the House of Egyptian House held to reconcile
among people. The Party started with Holy Quran, then speeches and gifts.

A seminar for honouring women and save jobs for them. There were speeches
and meals and gifts too.

Party and big meal for feeding orphans where dancing, singing and giving gifts. Lawyers
were happy to share the World harmony interfaith week . And inviting lots of youths in all
sectors. The party and meal were held inside the club of law in Assiut.

A workshop inside The Nile Media Centre to fight the problem of begging in streets. There
were speeches, discussion and solutions for the problem. Christian and Muslim shared in
the discussion.

A competition among students inside schools to make them feel love and happiness with
the communitive sharing.

Activity includes teaching and training to fight illiteracy of technology to increase
humanity and love of sharing and build communities.
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